HANDICAPER’S SELECTIONS - Les
Sunday November 11 (2:00 PM Post Time)
Race 1 4-3-5
Prince Galaxy Makes his career debut after turning in a performance
in the qualifier that would likely get it done in here. Could win at first
asking.
Navy Pilot Hanover Another that makes his first start for a purse and
just the Marc angle alone makes him a legitimate contender.
Casstielle He's finished third in his last three starts and we don't see
any reason that trend can't continue today.
Race 2 3-8-1
Thebestofme Looks like he could have a fairly easy path to the front
from here and if Austin can steal a fraction it could be all over.
Rockstar Drums The outside post is a big obstacle to overcome but
it could be offset by the fact that he's facing much easier today. Could
make his presence felt with any kind of racing luck at all.
Windemere Nick There doesn't appear to be a lot separating the
remaining contenders so when in doubt, go with the advantage of rail
control.
Race 3 6-2-7
Love In Paradise Another tough post but you gotta think that the way
she raced all year anything remotely close to her best wins this hands
down.
Westward Whim He's got the best finishing kick in the field and if
Kenny can get him away close enough to the front to exploit it he could
be right in the hunt.
Shes A Lover She's been on the board in three of her last four and if
she can pick up some live cover when she makes her move she could
add to those totals.
Race 4 2-4-3
Old Buck He's cracked the top three in five of his last six and when
you couple that excellent current form with a much better post than he
had in his last two we'll treat him as the one to beat.
Political Crisis Gets some class relief for this one and while it's hard
to say what kind of trip he'll get from out here, the right one makes him
dangerous.
Sanchez Blue Chip He can kick home fairly well and if the rail can
keep him close enough to exploit that burst he's possible tri material.
Race 5 3-2-5
Salmonier Storm He's been a little tardy off the gate in recent starts
but if Brian can get him away a little better today, he's got the late kick
to get it all.
Coasttocoastshark Continues to climb the class ladder but has yet to
land in a spot where he doesn't belong as four straight top three finishes
will attest to. The streak could hit five today from this ideal post.
Likely To Win Hasn't been real sharp but good ones like him can turn
it around at any time so ignore him at your own peril.
Value play

Salmonier Storm

Race 6 5-1-3
Phil Dorleans He's been going up against aged horses on occasion
and as his recent lines indicate, more than holding his own. A little
tougher post than his main rivals but he looks like he's got what it takes
to overcome it.
Prince Adair Still undefeated and really yet to be seriously challenged.
Meets tougher today but with the advantage of rail control he's a top
contender.
Inspector Murdoch He's sitting on back to back wins including just
beating some high calibre opposition. Looks like any of the top three
spots could be his.
Race 7 7-5-2
Machinthesand While this is a good group, they're not quite up to
the level of those he's been facing, where incidentally he was acquitting
himself well. The outside draw is the only real knock.
Confident Fella Meets tougher today but he should be a confident
fella after his best performance in ages and if he can build off that effort
he's a major danger.
Diggin In Looks like he has a chance to secure an uncontested lead
from here and if he's able to get a breather somewhere throughout the
mile he could be a tri candidate.

Race 8 2-6-3
Oh To Be Me Gets some class relief for this one coupled with an inside
post and when you look back to his two starts at this level and see how
he did, he's quite possibly the one to beat.
Zero Rate He's been up and down this year so it's hard to guess which
version will show up today. The good one will give them all they can
handle but it's your call.
Rising Fella Got stung to a blistering opening quarter last time and
that will take the sting out of any horse. With a smoother journey today
he's got some credibility.
Race 9 2-4-7
Eagle Jolt After three starts back he should be just about where he
wants to be from a conditioning standpoint. He's been dropping his
times steadily if you take into account the track conditions last week so
the road to the winners circle could go through him.
Mick Dundee Encountered some traffic problems at the half last week
when he appeared to have lots of pace. Some better racing luck today
puts him right in the thick of it.
I C True Grit He was right there last time out against the bearcats
and while the seven hole hurts his chances significantly for a win, it's
certainly not impossible if the trip works out.
Race 10 8-7-5
Good Luck Kathy The outside post might be a blessing in disguise
since there will already be some cover for her when she makes her
move. Top call.
Windemere Nancy She shows three second place finishes against
opposition comparable to this so with the right trip she should give a
good account of herself.
Sendmeasign She's got arguably the best finishing kick in the field
so give her some live cover when she makes her move and see what
happens.
Longshot play Charlottes Western
Race 11 1-7-6
Dusty Lane Zendaya She's been firing on all cylinders since the
driver change and is sitting on back to back wins. Loses Corey but gets
Adam so it's six of one, half a dozen of the other. The rail just adds to
her appeal.
Malabrigo The open mares are a bit too much for her at this stage
of her career but she's more than competitive when facing opposition
similar to this. She's a force to be reckoned with.
Silverhill Misty Jason did some nifty stickhandling last time to get
her up for the deuce last time which proves she's capable of going up
against this type. Looks like a viable option for the tri again.
Race 12 6-3-2
Czar Seelster Made up a ton of ground last week after the tardy start,
had to come first up at the half and still kicked home in 28 and change
for the win. Off a performance like that how do you go against him?
You don't.
Sock It Away Had a perfect season on the stakes trail but he's facing
the big boys today, not three year olds. Having said that, he's been so
good we can't imagine him looking out of place.
Three Truths After his first clunker in ages two starts back he
rebounded nicely with a solid effort last time out which is encouraging.
He'll have some say in the outcome.
Race 13 3-2-1
Traces Of Purple She's in dire need of a confidence boost so dropping
to this level after facing the open mares for the better part of the year
could provide it. She'll be hard to deny if she brings her best.
Miss Sangria She's been on the board in five of her last six and the
time she wasn't, she just missed. Pretty hard to leave one out that's
racing like that, especially when she has an ideal post to work from.
Goodmorning Ky Looks like she might be able to sit and stalk all the
way from here and if she whips off one of those 29 second final panels
she'll be right in the picture.
Most probable Traces Of Purple

